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a b s t r a c t
In the modern battlefields smart weapons inherently rely on the sensors. The benefit of
assigning a givenweapon to a target often depends on the pre-assigned sensor. In this paper
we present an efficient algorithm to optimally assign sensors and weapons to targets. This
algorithm is derived from the well-known auction algorithm, and it is named as Swt-opt.
We prove that Swt-opt converges to an optimal solution.
Published by Elsevier Ltd
1. Introduction
In this paper we introduce a new efficient algorithm for assigning smart weapons to targets. By smart weapons wemean
here weapons that rely on the information provided by sensors while engaging the enemy targets. This is the topic that is
gaining recently a lot of attention because of the rapid advances in technology and communications. In fact, the simplified
problem of assigning weapons (not smart weapons) to targets has already been studied [1,2]. In modern warfare, smart
weapons play an increasingly important role, and most forecasts predict that they will dominate the engagement scenarios
of tomorrow. For example, the geographic location of a target-of-interest can be picked up by the camera(s) of a forward
observer, such as the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) or Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV), and handed over to a remote
weapon for engagement. Lasing a target by the forward observer and relaying that target location to a remote weapon could
be another scenario. This means that the weapon–target pairing might depend on the sensor–target pairing, and vice versa.
The problem of assigning sensors and sensor-dependent weapons to targets becomes complicated in the real world,
where a single sensor can be assigned to several targets, a single weapon can engage multiple targets, and a single target
can be targeted by multiple weapons. This problem, however, can be simplified through the sensor/target/weapon decom-
position to the following scenario. Each sensor–weapon pair can be assigned to at most one target, and each target can be
engaged by at most one sensor–weapon pair. Furthermore, the derived problem can be translated to a symmetric optimiza-
tion problem through the sensor/weapon/target augmentation. In the symmetric assignment problemwe consider an input
consisting of n sensors, nweapons, and n targets. So, every sensor–weapon is pairedwith exactly one target, and every target
is paired with one sensor–weapon. In this work we focus on such a symmetric assignment optimization problem. Note that
our approach remains relevant to real-world applications by choosing large enough nwith respect to the expected numbers
of targets, weapons or sensors in the battlefield. After obtaining the solution to our symmetric assignment problem, it can
then be translated to the battlefield scenarios in the post-processing steps.
We assume that the benefits of assigning sensor–weapon pairs to targets are rational numbers, which should be the case
in most real-world combat scenarios. This means that by an appropriate scaling the assignment problem can be presented
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Fig. 1. Benefit matrix A.
Fig. 2. Arranged benefit matrix A.
in terms of an equivalent statement, where all these benefits are integers. So, we introduce new exact algorithm Swt-opt for
symmetric sensor/weapon/target assignment optimization problem, in which the benefits of all sensor–weapon to target
assignments are integers. Swt-opt is based on the well-known and studied auction algorithms [3–6]. In this work we prove
that Swt-opt converges to an optimal solution in a finite amount of steps, which is a brand new result.
2. Problem statement
Consider the n2×n benefit matrix A, where each row corresponds to a unique combination of a sensor–weapon pair, and
each column corresponds to a unique target (Fig. 1). Note that we could also arrange rows in A according to sensor–target
or weapon–target combinations, and that for given sensor–weapon pair a benefit depends on a target. In addition, each
element ai,j in A is nonnegative integer, which represents a benefit of assigning row i to column j, and consequently a
benefit of assigning i′th sensor–weapon pair to j′th target. We can arrange our benefit matrix as follows. Let ai′,j′ = bki,j,
where i′ = (i− 1)n+ j and j′ = k. Then we have an arranged benefit matrix A (Fig. 2).
Let C = A × X , where X = [xi,j]n×n2 . If sensor i and weapon j are assigned to target k then xi′,j′ = 1, where i′ = k and
j′ = (i−1)n+ j. Otherwise xi′,j′ = 0. The problem is to findmatrix X that maximizes Tr(C) andwhich satisfies the following
four rules:
(1) Each sensor is assigned exactly once.
(2) Each weapon is assigned exactly once.
(3) Exactly one sensor is assigned to a target.
(4) Exactly one weapon is assigned to a target.
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Fig. 3. Swt-opt.
So, formally we can state the optimization problem as follows:
maximize
n2∑
i=1
ci,i (1)
subject to:
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
xk,(i−1)n+j ≤ 1 (2)
n∑
i=1
n∑
k=1
xk,(i−1)n+j ≤ 1 (3)
n∑
j=1
n∑
k=1
xk,(i−1)n+j ≤ 1. (4)
3. Swt-opt algorithm
Swt-opt is derived from the auction algorithm [5]. Swt-opt optimization can be executed in 11 steps as in Fig. 3. Input
to Swt-opt is arranged benefit matrix A from Fig. 2 along with matrix X . The benefits bki,j in A are all nonnegative integers,
and elements xi,j in X are all equal zero. Output is a modified matrix X that identifies assignment of each sensor–weapon
combination to a target.
In Swt-opt a single iteration is defined by Steps 2 through 11,which corresponds to a single bid in the auction algorithm. In
particular, i’th bid is executed in Swt-opt by sensor i on one of n targets, and having nweapons to its disposal. An assignment
is said to be complete if every sensor is assigned. Otherwise the assignment is called partial. Complete assignment is called
optimal if it satisfies (1)–(4). We first prove the following lemma based on the results in [3].
Lemma 3.1. If Swt-opt terminates then it generates complete optimal assignment.
Proof. Variables tk, wj initialized in Step 1 represent price variables for each target k and each weapon j. Let pi be a profit
variable for assigning sensor i to a target, which is defined by pi = maxj,k(bki,j,−max(tk, wj)). Wewill show by induction that
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each iteration in Swt-opt generates an assignment, which satisfies relations (2) through (4), and that based on the definition
of pis the following relations are satisfied after last iteration is completed.
pi ≥ bki,j −max(tk, wj)− , (5)
pi = bki,j −max(tk, wj) if i assigned to j and k, (6)
tr ≤ min
r ′
tr ′ , (7)
wq ≤ min
q′
wq′ , (8)
where
∑n2
j=1 xr,j = 0,
∑n2
j=1 xr ′,j = 1 (i.e., target r is unassigned while target r ′ is assigned), and
∑n
i=1
∑n
j=1 x(i−1)n+j,q = 0,∑n
i=1
∑n
j=1 x(i−1)n+j,q′ = 1 (i.e., weapon q is unassigned while weapon q′ is assigned).
At the end of last iteration relations (7) and (8) do not apply (i.e., all sensors/weapons/targets are assigned), so they are
trivially satisfied.We evaluate the remaining relations (2) through (6) as follows. Initially pi = maxj,k bki,j,∀i, so the relations
(5) through (6) are clearly satisfied at the beginning of the first iteration (t = 1). We now proceed by induction on t . Assume
that at the beginning of iteration t relations (5) and (6) are satisfied. At the completion of iteration t , sensor i = it is assigned
to target k = k1 using weapon j = j1. Steps 8, 9, 10 assure that at the end of iteration t relations (2)–(4) are satisfied. If
sensor i remains or becomes unassigned then relation (5) must be satisfied at the end of iteration t by definition of pi. So, it
remains to show that relations (5) and (6) are satisfied at the end of t iteration for the following two cases.
Case 1: Sensor i becomes assigned.
By Step 2 it means that i = it . Profit variable pit equals to pit = bk1it ,j1 − max(tk1 , wj1) after Step 7 of iteration
t . If j = j1, k = k1 then relation (6) is satisfied, which implies (5). Otherwise (for j 6= j1 or k 6= k1), by Step 3
pi = bk1it ,j1 −max(tk1 , wj1) ≥ bkit ,j −max(tk, wj) > bkit ,j −max(tk, wj)−  implies relation (5).
Case 2: Sensor i remains assigned.
By Step 2 it means that i 6= it . Without loss of generality assume that sensor i remains assigned to weapon j′ and target
k′. So, j′ 6= j1, k′ 6= k1 must be satisfied (by Steps 8 through 10) for sensor i to remain assigned. This implies that pi remains
unchanged. If j = j1 or k = k1 then pi = bk′i,j′ −max(tk′ , wj′) ≥ bki,j −max(tk, wj) > bki,j −max(tk, wj)−  implies relation
(5). Otherwise, relation (5) remains unchanged.
So, by induction a complete assignment generated by Swt-opt satisfies relations (2)–(8). Bertsekas et al. proved in [3]
that if the benefits bki,j are all integers,  <
1
n , and complete assignment S satisfies (5)–(8), then S is optimal. Since all these
conditions are satisfied by Swt-opt, this completes the proof. 
By proving next that Swt-opt terminates with a complete assignment in finite amount of steps we present the following.
Theorem 3.2. Swt-opt generates complete optimal assignment.
Proof. Let bmax = maxi,j,k bki,j. Each iteration of Swt-opt corresponds to a single bid by sensor i on target k. We will show by
induction that price variable tk (that is initialized to tk = 0 in Step 1) associated with target k satisfies tk ≤ bmax+ , ∀1≤k≤n.
At the start of the first iteration (t = 1) the relation tk1 ≤ bmax clearly holds. Suppose that this relation holds at the start of
iteration t , t ≥ 1. Steps 3 through 6 assure that after update of tk1 in Step 6 tk1 ≤ bmax+  is satisfied. Furthermore, relation
tk1 = bmax+ can be satisfied at iteration t only if bmax = bk1it ,j1 . This in turnmeans, that sensor it cannot become unassigned
in later iterations in Steps 8, 9, or 10. So, by induction at the beginning of iteration t + 1 for an unassigned sensor i′ the
relation tk1 ≤ bmax must hold. Consequently, tk ≤ bmax+  is satisfied after every iteration, ∀1≤k≤n. On the other hand, after
completion of each iteration the cost of targets,
∑n
k=1 tk, increases by at least  because of Step 6. This implies that Swt-opt
converges, and by Lemma 3.1 it produces a complete optimal assignment. 
Note, in a single iteration t of Swt-opt two sensors i′, i′′ can become unassigned at the expense of assigning sensor it . This
can happen through Steps 8 and 9, when target k = k1 is assigned for sensor i′ and weapon j = j1 is assigned for sensor
i′′, or vice versa. This is not typical behavior of the auction algorithms, where once assigned objects (corresponding to our
targets) can only be reassigned in a single iteration—so they stay assigned.
Consider now the worst running time of Swt-opt. Since tk ≤ bmax +  is satisfied (based on the above proof), then the
total number of iterations in which a given target k receives a bid is no more than (bmax + )/. Since there are n targets
then the total number of iterations cannot exceed n(bmax + )/. Considering at most O(n2) operations per iteration and
 < 1n , we have the worst running time of Swt-opt equal to
O(n4bmax). (9)
Finally, we point out that the partial assignments generated after every iteration (i.e., Steps 2 through 11) of Swt-opt are
not always optimal, although they lead to a complete optimal assignment. The reason is that the relations (7) and (8) might
be violated when the sensors are unassigned as the result of the execution of either Step 8 or 9.
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